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Abstract: In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), 
periodically switching nodes into sleep mode is an 
effective way to reduce the energy consumption. 
However, the sleep period introduces additional 
end-to-end delay into packet delivery. We propose an 
optimal transmission policy, which assigns the number 
of packets per node should receive at each active period 
to minimize the end-to-end delay and the energy 
consumption. We formulate the problem as a classical 
inventory control problem with the aim of minimizing a 
joint-cost of energy consumption and end-to- end delay. 
By applying dynamic programming (DP), we derive an 
optimal transmission policy as the solution to the 
problem. Simulation results show that the proposed 
transmission policy can achieve about 50% reduction in 
both energy consumption and end-to-end delay as 
compared to that of IEEE 802.15.4 
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1  Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of large 
number of battery limited sensor nodes, which make 
energy efficient as the primary design criterion for 
WSNs communications. The newly emerging WSNs 
applications have put a new requirement on low latency 
data transmission [1]. Periodically switching the sensor 
nodes into sleep mode is a fundamental mechanism to 
reduce the energy consumption caused by idle listening. 
However, the long sleep period introduces additional 
end-to- end delay, as nodes have to wait until the next 
active period to transmit packets. 

Different approaches have been proposed to reduce the 
end- to-end delay, such as scheduling the active periods, 
controlling active period length or adapting transmission 
rate [1]–[6]. The proposed algorithm in [1] reduces the 
power consumption and delay by scheduling different 
identical time/frequency active slots to each node. 
However, this approach requires tight synchronization 
among all nodes. In [2] and [3], the delay reduction is 
achieved by dynamically controlling the length of active 
periods based on different quality of service (QoS) 
requirements and network traffic loads. However, these 
approaches of uniformed duty cycle for all nodes are not 
flexible when each node generates different amour of 
traffic with different QoS requirement. To add flexibility 
while keeping energy efficiency, an independent active 

periods schedule is proposed in [4]. By allowing the 
nodes poll the channel availability before they switch to 
active periods, each node is able to decide their schedule 
independently. However, the static control in this 
approach may lead to unpredictable delay when network 
traffic change dramatically. In [5] and [6], the authors 
minimize the energy consumption by adaptively 
changing the packet transmission rates with the 
constraint of the maximum accepted latency. However,
these types of single objective optimization problem 
focus on energy minimization while putting the 
end-to-end delay reduction into secondary place. 

While the aforementioned literature laid a solid 
foundation in end-to-end delay reduction, the joint 
optimization of both energy consumption and end-to-end 
delay reduction is less well understood. To address this 
problem, in this paper, a joint-cost function is defined 
following a similar logic of the joint consideration of 
purchase and store cost in inventory control problem. 
The joint-cost function is the weighted sum of energy 
consumption and end-to-end delay, with weighting 
factors α and β which can be adjusted according to 
different requirements of each node on energy 
consumption and end-to-end delay. Then, we formulate 
an optimization problem to minimize the joint-cost, 
taking into account the traffic load and position of the 
node. In the end, an optimal transmission policy to solve 
the formulated problem is proposed by applying 
dynamic programming (DP). Simulation results show 
that the optimal transmission policy can be obtained by 
running DP algorithm, and it can significantly reduce the 
energy consumption and end-to-end delay compared to 
that of the IEEE 802.15.4. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section 2 
gives the system model of this paper. Problem 
formulation is given in Section 3. Section 4 presents the 
derivation of the optimal solution. Simulation results and 
conclusions are given in section 5 and section 6,
respectively. 

2  System Model

2.1 Network Model
A cluster-tree network with � nodes is considered,
which denoted as �� . In particular, �� is the 
coordinator, and �� , with 1 < � ≤ � − 1 , is the ��	
node of the network. Fig. 1 shows an example network. 
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For each node �� we define: i) its parent node 
�; ii) 
the set of its child nodes, �ℎ(��). Note that every node �� can only have one parent node 
� . 

 
Figure 1 Network Model 

Assume there are two types of application in the 
network: energy sensitive applications, such as 
environment monitoring; and delay sensitive 
applications, such as surveillance systems. In addition, 
we also consider the impact of node position on energy 
and delay requirements. Assume that nodes at higher 
level in the tree require higher requirements on delay 
and energy efficient compared to those at lower level in 
the network, as they aggregate more packets to forward. 

2.2 Traffic Model 
In emerging heterogeneous embedded applications, 
traffic is typically different between nodes but relatively 
constant over time. Thus, this paper models each end 
device generates a Poisson distributed integer number of 
packets and all the packets are destined to the 
coordinator �� for uplink transmission. 

Assume all packets generated by node �� in a single 
time period are available at the beginning of each time 
period, and ����� is the maximum queue length of the 
node. Hence, define the change of node local queue 
length from the time period � to time period � + 1 as 

����� = min(���� + ���� − ���� + ���� ��, �����)      (1) 

where 0 ≤ � ≤ � − 1, [∙]� = max(0,∙) , ���� , ���� and ����  
are the number of packets being generated, forwarded 
and received by the node �� in the time period �. In 
IEEE 802.15.4, all nodes apply CSMA/CA for channel 
contention. We assume that the time duration of the 
node successfully win from the contention follows 
Poisson distribution, which means ���� are independent 
Poisson random variables.  

3  Problem Formulation  
This section analytically presents the joint-cost of 
energy consumption and end-to-end delay, taking 
channel throughput and traffic loads into consideration. 
Then, we formulate the joint optimization problem into 
the classic dynamic programming inventory control 
problem. The solution of the problem is an optimal 

transmission policy for each node in the network. 

To minimize the total expected joint-cost of energy 
consumption and end-to-end delay. Define ��!����",  �#!���� ", �$!���� ", %!���� "  as the energy 
consumption of transmitting, receiving, idle listening, 
and end to end delay of node �� respectively, as: 

��!����" =  �� ∙  �&�'
*&�-./∙$&�,           (2) 

�#!���� " =  �# ∙  #&�'
*&�-./∙$&�,           (3) 

�$!���� " =  �$ ∙  [�&�' 23&�' 2*&�' 2#&�' ]4
*&�-./∙$&� ,       (4) 

%!���� " =  �5 ∙  6*&�' �#&�' 2�&�' �3&�' 74
*&�-./∙$&� ,       (5) 

where ��, �#,  �$ and �5  are the coefficients of 
transmitting, receiving, idle listening and delay, 
respectively. 8��  is the level of the node ��, specifically, 8�9= 0, and 8�� = 8:� + 1. Furthermore, the assumption �# <  �$ is introduced for the problem to be well posed. 
If �#, the receiving cost coefficient were greater than �$ , 
the idle listening cost coefficient per packet, it would 
never be optimal to receive new packet at the last period 
and possibly in earlier periods. 

To differentiate the energy sensitive application and 
delay sensitive application, we further introduce α and β 
(α+β=1) to assign weighting for energy cost and delay 
cost, respectively. Thus, the total expected 
weighted-sum joint-cost function for node ��  at time 
period � is given as 

;!���� " = �{> ?��!����" +  �#!���� " +  �$!���� "@ 

                           +A%!���� " } .                                   (6) 

Our objective is to find a set of optimal transmission 
policy C��∗  , which gives the number of packets node �� 
should receive at each time period from the initial time 
period to the time period �. The aim of the transmission 
policy is to minimize the overall expected joint-cost over � time periods, under the constraint of all generated 
packets are forwarded to the coordinator at ��	 time 
period. Hence, the joint optimization problem is: 

Ρ�� :   minG&�∈ℜ � JK ?;!���� "@L
�M� N       (7) 

                 s.t.   ��L = 0,             ���� ≤ ����� 
where ℜ is all the valid transmission policy sets of 
node ��. 
4  Optimal Transmission Policy  
This section proves that the joint-cost optimization 
problem Ρ��  is a convex optimization problem. Then 
the optimal solution to the problem by is derived 
applying DP algorithm. 
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Now the proof that the problem Ρ��  is a discrete convex 
optimization problem is given. By applying the principle 
of DP, the problem Ρ�� is decomposed into a sequence 
of sub-problems O!���� "  with the objective of 
minimizing the expected joint-cost function from time 
period � − 1 back to �. 

Thus, the cost value of Ρ�� is equal to that of O!���� ", 
which means the  optimal solution of !���� " is also the 
optimal solution of Ρ�� . The optimal solution of !���� " minimizes the cost-to-go functionP!���� ", which is 
the sum of the joint-cost of node ��from time period � 
back to time period �. Based on (7), cost-to-go function P!���� " is 

P!���� " = min � Q> ?��!����" +  �#!���� "@ +  R!���� "+�SP!������"T U.(8) 

where the tradeoff between the energy consumption of 
idle listening and the end-to-end delay is shown in 
function R!���� ", which is defined as 

R!���� " = �S>�$!���� " + A%!���� "T                                     (9) 

= � V>�$ ∙  6�&�' 23&�' 2*&�' 2#&�' 74
*&�-./∙$&� + A�5 ∙  6*&�' �#&�' 2�&�' �3&�' 74

*&�-./∙$&� W. 

By introducing X��� = ��� + ����  and ���� = ���� − ���� , 
we can rewrite (9) as 

R!X��� " = � Q>�$ ����� − X��� ������ ∙ 8��
� + A�5 �X��� − ���� ��

����� ∙ 8��  U  
(10) 

It is noticeable that (10) is convex for each fixed ���� . 
Since the convexity of (10) is preserved by taking 
expectation over ���� and ���� , thus function R!X��� " is 
convex. To use the convexity of R!X��� ", we rewrite (8) 
as 

P!X��� " = min Y!X��� " −  >�# ∙ *&�'
*&�-./∙$&�,    (11) 

where  

Y!X��� " =  >�# ∙ X���
����� ∙ 8�� + > ∙ ��!����" + R!X��� " 

+�SP!X�����"T              (12) 

Theorem 1: If Y!X��� " is convex, and the minimizing 

scalars of Y!X��� " denoted as 

X��� ∗ = Z�� = arg min�&�' ∈ℵ Y!X��� ",      (13) 

where ℵ is the set of all valid values of X��� . 

Based on (13) and taking ���� = X��� ����� ∙ 8�� − ���  
back into (8), the minimum cost-to-go function value is 

attained at ���� =  Z�� − ��� , if ��� < Z�� , and at ���� = 0 
otherwise. Thus, the optimal transition policy of Ρ�� is 

���� ∗ = V Z�� − ��� ,            �� ��� < Z��   0,                         �� ��� ≥ Z��.,     (14) 

Proof: See Appendix.  

5  Simulation Results  
In this section, the performance of the optimal 
transmission policy is evaluated in Matlab. We first 
using DP algorithm to find the minimum value Z��  of 
the optimal transmission policy. We compare the 
optimal transmission policy with a random policy. In the 
random policy, the node receives a random number of 
packets in each time period based on Poisson 
distribution. The evaluated performance metrics are the 
average energy consumption per packet and the average 
end-to-end delay under various traffic loads: 

Average energy consumption per packet: is calculated as 
the energy consumption in K active periods over the 
total number of transmitted packets. 

Average end-to-end delay: is the total delay caused by 
inactive periods over the total number of generated 
packets in the network. 

To focus on the inherent properties of the proposed 
policy, we consider a two-hop cluster-tree network in the 
simulations. The energy consumption parameters of the 
transmission are set based on the CC2420 data sheet [7] 
and MAC layer parameters are based on IEEE 802.15.4 
standard [8]. Each simulation is repeated for 100 times. 
For node ��, the number of �ℎ(��) is 2. The maximum 
queue length is set to be 50 packets. Due to the 
contention, it is assumed that the ability of node �� to 
send packets also follows the Poisson distribution, and 
the mean packet service rate is 5 packets per active 
period. The node generates packets in a Poisson 
distribution and average packet arrival rate is varied to 
study the impact of traffic load. The length of each time 
period is 3.93s ( 15.36 ∗ 2d ms) according to IEEE 
802.15.4 standard. In each time period, the length of the 
active period is decided by duty cycle. The duty cycle is 
set to be 10% with the active period of 0.1s, which is 
long enough to transmit all generated packets under our 
simulation setting. Specific parameters used in the 
simulations are given in TABLE I.  

Table I Simulation parameters 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Frequency  2.4 GHz Traffic mode Poisson 

Transmit power 57.24 mw Packet size 50 bytes 
Receive power 62 mw Data rate 250kbps 
Idle listening 1.4 mw Alpha 0.4 

K 2,5,10 Beta 0.6 

The optimal transmission policy is first found by 
applying DP algorithm. We run the DP algorithm with 
different time periods � as showed in the TABLE I. 
The result is given in Fig. 2. 
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The threshold is the maximum number of packet the 
node can received at each active period. The joint-cost 
value is given by the optimal solution found by DP 
algorithm. As we have proved the convexity of the cost 
functions, Z��  of (13) is obtained when the joint-cost 
function converged. Based on Fig. 2, it is found that the 
setting of different K did not affect the converge point of 
the joint-cost function and the optimal threshold of our 
simulated scenario is 6 packets per active period. 

 
Fi gure 2 dynamic programing  

Then the energy consumption and end-to-end delay 
performance is compared between the optimal 
transmission policy and the IEEE 802.15.4 random 
policy. The threshold Z��  of the optimal transmission 
policy is set to be 6 packets based on the above result of 
DP algorithm. 

Fig. 3 shows the result of average energy consumption 
per packet under different traffic arrival rates. The 
energy consumption per packet decrease as the network 
traffic increases for both policies. This is because higher 
packet arrival rates can provide more available packets 
to transmit, when the active period is long enough to 
forward all these packets. With fixed duty cycle, the 
increased number of transmitted packets can reduce the 
average consumption of each packet. 

 
Figure 3 average energy consumption 

Fig. 4 shows the average end-to-end delay under 
different traffic arrival rates. The average end-to-end 
delay increases as the increase of packet arrival rates. 

With the increased traffic loads and the limitation of the 
send ability of the node, some packets are buffered in the 
queue. The buffered packets need to wait for 
transmission in the next active period, which increase 
the average per packet end-to-end delay. 

Taking traffic loads, network topology and application 
requirements into account, the optimal transmission 
policy can achieve both lower energy consumption and 
end-to-end delay compare to the random policy, by 
adaptively scheduling the number of packets the node 
received at each active time period. According to the 
simulation results, the optimal transmission policy can 
achieve about 50% saving in both energy consumption 
and end-to-end delay compared to that of the IEEE 
802.15.4 random policy when the packet arrival rate is 
above 15 packets per active period. 

 
Figure 4 end-to-end delay  

6  Conclusions   
In this paper, the authors formulate a joint minimization 
of energy consumption and end-to-end delay problem 
into the DP inven- tory control problem. An optimal 
transmission policy to solve the problem is derived by 
applying DP algorithm. Simulation results show that the 
optimal transmission policy can effectively reduce both 
energy consumption and end-to- end delay under various 
network traffics. Especially, when the traffic load is high, 
the reduction of energy consumption and end-to-end 
delay are more than 50%. 

Appendix 
To prove Theorem 1, we first present a sufficient 
condition for the convexity of functions Y!X��� "  in 
the following lemma.  

Lemma 1: If R!X��� "  and P!X��� "  are convex 
functions, so is Y!X��� " =  >�# ∙ X��� + > ∙ ��!����" +R!X��� " + �SP!X�����"T. 

Proof: Based on the definition of convex function Y!X��� " is convex if 

Y e�&�'f��&�'h
j k ≤ l(�&�'f)�l(�&�'h)

j .      (15) 
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After eliminating, (15) can be proved if 

R e�&�'f��&�'h
j k +  � VP e(�&�'f��)�(�&�'h��)

j kW  ≤
         o(�&�'f)�o(�&�'h)

j + pq s(�&�'f��)�s(�&�'h��)t
j        (16) 

Since R!X��� "   and P!X��� "  are convex functions, 
from the definition of convex function we have, 

R e�&�'f��&�'h
j k ≤ o(�&�'f)�o(�&�'h)

j ,      (17) 

And 

P e(�&�'f��)�(�&�'h��)
j k ≤  s(�&�'f��)�s(�&�'h��)

j .  (18) 

Adding (17) and (18), the inequality (16) is satisfied. 
Thus, Y!X��� " is convex.                      ∎ 

Here we give the proof of the Theorem 1.  

Proof: Based on the above Lemma 1 and (8) - (12), the 
convexity of Y!X��� "  can be proved if P!X��� "  is 
convex, and limw�&�' w→z Y!X��� " = ∞. 

For � = �, function P!X��L " is zero, so it is convex. 
As �# = �$ , R!X��L2�"    is convex, given the 
convexity of P!X��L2�", Y!X��L2�" is also convex. In 
addition, R!X��L2�" has a derivative that becomes 
negative as X��L2� → −∞ and becomes positive as X��L2� → ∞, thus limw�&�~�fw→z Y!X��� " = ∞. 

Since Y!X��L2�" is minimized by Z�� , the convexity of P!X��L2�" is obvious. Furthermore, we have 

limw�&�~�fw→z P!X��� " = ∞. 

As shown above, the optimal policy at time � − 1 is 
given by (19). Based on (8), the cost-to-go function at 
the time period � − 1, is derived as (20). 

For  � = � − 2, ⋯ ,0, the above arguments can be 
repeated, if 

1) P!X�����"  is convex; 2)  limw�&�' w→z P!X��� " = ∞, 

and 3) limw�&�' w→z Y!X��� " = ∞. 

Recursively, the cost-to-go functions can be derived as 
(17), and 

1) P!X��� "  is convex; 2)  limw�&�'�fw→z P!X���2�" = ∞, 
and 3) limw�&�'�fw→z Y!X���2�" = ∞. 

Thus, Y!X��� " are convex over �  time periods, i.e. 
the minimizing scalars Z�� exist. Thus, the proof of 
Theorem 1 is completed.                        ∎ 
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���L2� = VZ�� − ��L2�,            �� ��L2� < Z��,0,                              �� ��L2� < Z��.                          (19) 

 

P(���L2�) = � >�# �&�2*&�~�f
*&�-./∙$&� + >��!���L2�" + R(���L2�) ,         �� ��L2� < Z��>��!���L2�" + R(���L2�),                                       �� ��L2� ≥ Z��

              (20) 

 

P(���� ) = �>�# �&�2*&�'
*&�-./∙$&� + >��!����" + R(���� ) ,                  �� ��� < Z��,>��!����" + R(���� ),                                              �� ��� ≥ Z��.                  (21) 


